Students Shine at an International Design Competition

Three undergraduate students from the department won the 2nd runners up position in the recently concluded IEEE SS12 2018 - International Project Competition & Marker fair. There entry, a multispectral imaging system for food quality analysis, competed in the innovation challenge category where there were 17 entries from 8 different countries. The students are Chaminda Bandara, Kasun Vithanage, and Sahan Dissanayake. The project is supervised by Dr. H.M.V.R. Herath, Dr. G.M.R.I. Godaliyadda, and Dr. M.P.B. Ekanayeke. The event was held on 8th and 9th September 2018 at the NSBM Homagama Campus. The event was organized by IEEE Sri Lanka Section and IEEE education society Madras Section.